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ABSTRACT
VISUALIZING GEOMETRIC STRUCTURES ON TOPOLOGICAL SURFACES
By
Andrea L. Clark
We study an interplay between topology, geometry, and algebra. Topology is the
study of properties unchanged by bending, stretching or twisting space. Geometry
measures space through concepts such as length, area, and angles. In the study
of two-dimensional surfaces one can go back and forth between picturing twists as
either distortions of the geometric properties of the surface or as a wrinkling of the
surface while leaving internal measures unchanged. The language of groups gives us
a way to distinguish geometric structures. Understanding the mapping class group
is an important and hard problem. This paper contributes to visualizing how the
mapping class group acts on geometric structures.
We explore the geometry of closed, compact, and orientable two-dimensional
manifolds through direct visualization and computation. We prove that the map-
ping class group of a torus is isomorphic to SL2(Z) via direct matrix multiplication
on the generating elements of the fundamental group.
While the fundamental group of the torus has only one possible presentation,
up to homeomorphism; the case for the genus 2 surface is more complicated. We
prove that an octagon representing a genus 2 surface can have its edges identied
in dierent combinations to produce exactly four dierent possible presentations
of fundamental groups. We explore surgeries on one of those types and show that
surgeries that preserve that type are equivalent to Dehn twists on the surface, which
are generators of the mapping class group.
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INTRODUCTION
Topology is a very coarse measure of the properties of a space or structure. It is
unchanged by twisting, bending, or stretching. Geometry is a much ner tool that
assigns structure to topological surfaces, that is, it captures measurements that can
be distorted by those twisting motions. How do we reconcile the structure imposed
by a metric with malleable topological space? Trying to explore the interplay be-
tween these descriptions while also attempting to visualize it in hyperbolic space
can be quite a challenge! We here use the special case of two-dimensional surfaces
in order to facilitate visualization and help get a grasp on the concepts.
Part of the motivation for this paper was to try to understand the mapping
class groups of genus 1 and genus 2 surfaces by building models and trying to
understand hyperbolic geometry in part through analogy to the mapping class of the
torus. The mapping class group of a surface is complicated enough to be interesting.
Following Farb and Margalit1 we dene the mapping class group to be the group
of homeomorphisms of a surface modulo isotopy. That is, two dierent mappings
that create surfaces that can be deformed to equal each other (without cutting) are
isotopic and are thus representatives of the same mapping class.
0.1 The torus.
The rst motivating model (Fig 1) used in this paper will be the torus (plural
"tori"). A torus is a doughnut shaped surface (not the dough, just the surface). A
meridian is a curve which bounds a disk on the interior of the torus, represented
on the gure by the red line. A longitude is represented by the blue line. In other
words, a meridian is a line that goes through the doughnut hole and a longitude is
a curve that goes around the doughnut hole.
1. Benson Farb and Dan Margalit, A Primer on Mapping Class Groups, Princeton Mathematical
Series (Princeton University Press, 2012), p. 45, isbn: 978-0-691-14794-9.
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Figure 1: A marked torus.
We will primarily be dealing with a at torus, meaning that if you sliced through
any combination of one meridian and one longitude you would get a surface that
you could unroll and lay at. Representations of at tori as closed surfaces are
necessarily warped because they do not embed well into three-dimensional Euclidean
space. When we think about a doughnut, we can clearly see that the distance around
the exterior longitude, the equator of the doughnut is longer than the distance
around an interior longitude which just circles the hole, but in a true at torus
these longitudes would represent the same distance. We cannot have a at torus in
Euclidean 3-space without a lot of folds or wrinkles. A at torus is better thought
of as a two-dimensional surface embedded in four dimensions. We conjecture that
meridians and longitudes are indistinguishable on a proper four-dimensional model
of a torus. For the purposes of this paper we will stick with three-dimensional
models.
One way to think about a torus in three-dimensional space is instead of thinking
of directly rolling up a rectangle and trying to bend the cylinder into a doughnut
we just consider mapping points in terms of coordinates based on central angles. If
we consider mapping our at a× b sized rectangle onto a torus, we could map each
(x, y) point on the plane to a (ϕ, ρ) point on the torus where ϕ = 2πx
b









Figure 2: Mapping (x, y) 7→ (ϕ, ρ) with an arbitrary origin.
(For non-rectangular parallelograms we'd just need to adjust our (x, y) coordinate
system to a corrected, non-orthogonal basis.)
In this paper we will use the convention that all tori are folded up the same
way. As illustrated in Figure 3 we will begin by gluing the top to the bottom,
then glue the sides together. If we were to glue the sides rst and then the top (or
equivalently, glue the top and then instead of stretching the sides out and around
back, pass one side through the inside of the torus to reach the other side and glue
it) we would get a torus that had the longitude and meridian lines reversed.
Figure 3: Folding a tile into a torus.
For the purposes of this paper, we will consider rotations of the torus by chang-
ing φ, ρ (as in Figure 2) to be the identical torus, we will disallow rotations on any
other axis.
After talking about the torus we will relate some of our ndings to the more
complicated genus 2 surface (as dened in section 1.1), sometimes called a 2-torus.
These surfaces can be formed by folding up a hyperbolic octagon and gluing the
edges. We will also use the convention that all of the type I octagons (as dened in





































(f) and glued into a genus
2 surface.
Figure 4: Folding an octagon into a genus 2 surface.
0.2 Other denitions.
For the purposes of this paper we will be dealing with two-dimensional manifolds
that are closed, compact, and orientable.
Amanifold is a topological space in which every point has a neighborhood which
is homeomorphic to Euclidean space. A two-dimensional manifold is thus a surface
without boundary. A sphere is not homeomorphic to a Euclidean plane, but if we
zoom in far enough we can nd that the surface looks at at any particular point.
When a cartographer creates a map of a country, or our campus, or even the whole
world, he is implicitly using some function that maps points on a sphere (Earth)
to a Euclidean plane.
Topologically, closed means that a surface must contain all of its limit points.
A closed surface cannot have any punctures or missing points. Topologically, if a
closed surface has boundaries then the points on the boundary must be included as
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part of the surface. The term closed surface is sometimes used to refer to surfaces
that do not have any boundaries. We avoid this ambiguity by specifying that we
are working with manifolds and thus do not have boundaries to worry about.
Compact means that any open cover has a nite subcover. For our purposes,
this means both that the set of points that make up our surface must be closed and
also must be able to be contained in a nite neighborhood; our surface cannnot run
o to innity in any direction. Generating a surface by rotating a circle around one
of its axes produces a sphere. This is a compact surface. Rotating the same circle
around a dierent axis (that does not run through the circle) produces a torus,
which is another compact surface. Rotating a parabola around its axis produces
an innite bowl: a non-compact surface. Any nite region of the Euclidean plane,
such as the unit disk, is a compact surface if it contains its boundaries; the entire
Euclidean plane is not compact. If we use an equivalence relation (0, y) ∼ (1, y) we
eectively roll the whole plane into an innite straw, which is not compact. If we
impose another equivalence relation (x, 0) ∼ (x, 1) we get a compact torus.
Lastly, orientable means that if we dene some direction orthogonal to our
surface as up that it is clearly distinguished from down; meaning there can be
no Möbius bands embedded in our surface that would cause us to end up conating
the two.
Figure 5: A walk around a Möbius band conates up with down.
5
1 Topology
In topology, the equivalence relation is a homeomorphism, dened as a continuous
function with a continuous inverse. Marked or unmarked topological structures can
be bent, twisted and stretched without regard to any underlying metric. They can
even be cut and manipulated as long as the cuts are glued up nicely to avoid any
loose boundary areas or changes in genus (discussed below). To avoid disconti-
nuities, marked surfaces, when cut, must be glued so that any cut markings are
reattached exactly along the original edge. Cuts that are left open violate our con-
dition that our surface be manifold, without edges or boundary. Cuts on a marked
surface that are glued anywhere other than along their original cut line would create
a transformation function that is not continuous in the area around the cut; that
is, it is not a homeomorphism.
Figure 6: These Dehn twists, pictured on a marked torus, show that boundary
points of the cut must end up in the same place after the twist.
A Dehn twist is a type of self-homeomorphism. It is produced by cutting along
any closed path on the surface and then twisting the surface so that one of the cut
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edges advances along the opposing edge until each of the points on the edge lines up
with the points that they were originally cut away from. The gure is then glued
back together. Because a Dehn twist is a homeomorphism, the shape before and
after the twist is topologically equivalent.
1.1 Classication.
Because we are primarily concerned with mapping the surfaces of our structures, we
are ignoring knots or any other superstructure. For example, imagine any creatures
that live on torus-world are conned to the surface. They may be concerned with
how to get from one place to another and the distances involved in traveling along
the surface, but they are conned to the surface and cannot jump from one part
of the surface to another part of the surface or skip from one side of a wrinkle to
the other. Thus, it doesn't matter how the surface looks from outside the surface.
(Figure 7)
Figure 7: A torus with a simple knot.
We tend to picture any topological structure as an idealized shape. Up to home-
omorphism, a cube and a sphere are the same so we generally picture a sphere.
What is left to distinguish dierent surfaces? The answer is the number of dough-
nut holes. We call this number the genus. We can dene these holes using the
fundamental group of a surface. A sphere has no holes so it has genus zero. Taking
a look at the fundamental group, given any base point x, any closed path drawn
from x back to x can be contracted back down to the point x without leaving
the surface. This gives us a trivial fundamental group. Given a path that travels
around an area with a cut or a puncture, we cannot contract the path through
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that discontinuity. Our surfaces do not have cuts or punctures, but instead have
tunnels which smoothly connect one area of the surface to another area. In the
fundamental group, a path would be non-contractible if it either traveled through
the tunnel or around the tunnel. A doughnut-shaped torus has one hole or tunnel
through it, so it has genus 1, which means that the fundamental group of a torus
has two generators. A doughnut with two holes punched through it would have
a surface with genus 2 and would be represented by a fundamental group with 4
generators. Surfaces of genus n would have 2n generators.
The number of generators in the fundamental group does not entirely describe
our surfaces. Consider the torus. If we cut our torus open along a longitude and
a meridian and lay the torus at we get a rectangle bounded on two sides by our
meridian and by our longitude on the other two sides. If we choose the meridian we
cut along to represent generator a in the fundamental group and the longitude as b
then we can see that tracing around the rectangle gives us the path aba−1b−1, which
brings us back to the same point, giving us an identity. Of course, each vertex of
the rectangle represents the same point on the torus, but the path aba−1b−1 can
be contracted on our attened surface to the identity element. This is dierent
than a fundamental group with two generators represented by paths around two
punctures, which does not have that property. So we can say that the fundamental
group of the torus has two generators, modded out by the commutator. Putting it
another way, we can generate the group with elements whose commutator equals
one: 〈a, b | [a, b] = 1〉.
Topologically, all tori are homeomorphic. In order to talk about any dierences
between them we have to specify that they are marked, for example like Figure 1.
Once a torus is marked, we can follow the markings through any transformations
we do in order to see how the markings are aected. For example in g. 6, we use
the markings to see the eect of a Dehn twist; without markings, a torus after a
twist would be identical to the torus before the twist.
A torus is generated by by two elements in the fundamental group such that
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aba−1b−1 = 1 and it turns out that a two-holed-torus can be generated by four ele-
ments such that aba−1b−1cdc−1d−1 = 1. That is, for any two-holed-torus we can nd
generators such that the fundamental group is generated by 〈a, b, c, d | [a, b][c, d] =
1〉. This surface can also be cut along paths that represent the fundamental group
in order to stretch out our surface and lay it at. Where a torus lays at in a square
or other parallelogram (or hexagon, depending on how it is cut) shape, a genus two
surface lays at in an octagon. We can trace out the generators similarly to how
we did the torus. Other gures of genus n can be opened up into a 4n-gon because
each tunnel that we count to give us the genus number requires both a path around
the tunnel and a path through the tunnel.
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2 Geometry Models.
Topology is oppy; shapes are freeform, without metric structure to give them
rigidity. There are many possible ways to give our malleable shapes a geometric
structure, but fundamentally we need some sort of a distance function. Once we
dene the distance between two points we have a much stronger tool for exploring.
We follow Klein in saying that geometry is the properties of a space left unchanged
by a group of symmetries.2 An isometry is a function which preserves distances. For
example, for every minute that passes each point on Earth is transported a quarter
of a degree east, and no matter how many minutes pass the length of everyone's
commute stays exactly the same, so this rotation is an isometry.
We will use three geometric models when describing our surfaces. A torus
has net zero curvature, so we describe the torus in terms of the Euclidean plane.
Spheres have positive curvature, so to model a topological sphere we will have to
use a geometric sphere. Surfaces of genus 2 and higher are modeled on a hyperbolic
plane. Our main focus is understanding the hyperbolic plane.
2.1 R2.
When we represent the plane as R2 we are implicitly thinking of it as a Cartesian
plane. A Euclidean plane is a set of points that obey Euclid's axioms; not necessarily
having any sense of distance between two points except perhaps as a ratio to a
given pair of points and not having a point of origin or reference to directions. A
Cartesian plane is based on the Euclidean plane but has coordinates assigned to
points with an implicit metric giving distances between any two points. Given a
point a ∈ R2, we can write it represented as coordinates (xa, ya). The distance
metric, d(a, b) =
√
(ya − yb)2 + (xa − xb)2, is unchanged by any isometries in the
plane. When we mod out by isometries we ignore the coordinate system of the
2. James R. Smart, Modern Geometries, 4th edition (California: Brooks/Cole Publishing Com-
pany, 1994), p. 4.
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(a) Positive curvature. (b) Zero curvature. (c) Negative curvature.
(d) The perspective on this
sphere is standing very close
and peering at the far side.
(e) A at plane, viewed from
above.
(f) This hyperbolic tiling is
based on the Poincare disk
model.
Figure 8: Positive, zero, and negative curvature on a surface. Also, tessellations of
that surface in which each seahorse is the same size.
Cartesian plane and get a Euclidean plane with a distance metric.
Isometries, represented by translations across the plane, rotations in the plane
around a point in the plane, and reections across lines in the plane, are the group
of transformations that we say leave the geometry of the plane unchanged. We can
classify these isometries by the number of xed points they have (that is, points
such that f(z) = z). Translations have no xed points: every point is shifted
by some distance. Rotations have one xed point about which every other point
pivots. Reections have an innite number of xed points that lie in a straight
line. (Reections through a point are identical to rotations of 180◦ in the plane.)
Because reections reverse orientation we do not consider them (or glide reections)
in this paper.
We say that a Euclidean plane has zero curvature because we picture it as
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perfectly at as in Figure 8b. The tangent plane to any point is coincides with the
plane itself.
2.2 S2.
For completeness, we include the case of the sphere.
The geometric model of the sphere is created by altering Euclid's fth postulate
so that, given any line ` and a point p not on that line, instead of asserting the
existence of one line through p parallel to ` we assert that no parallel lines exist. A
line on a sphere, being the shortest distance between two points, is the path that
lies on the great circle containing both points. Any two points still determine a
line unless those two points are antipodal. Any two points that lie exactly oppo-
site one another on a sphere are connected by innitely many paths of the same,
minimum, length. Any line in a sphere crosses any other line exactly twice (unless
they coincide), and the two intersections are antipodal. A distance function for any
two points on a sphere can be the central angle between them. Under this distance
function, any sphere can be mapped isometrically to any other sphere. (If we use
the distance function of the arclength of the great circle line in the surface of the
sphere through R3 space then we lose that nice transferability.)
Where shapes in the Euclidean plane have exterior angles that add up to 2π
(meaning that walking all the way around any shape would cause us to turn a total
of 360◦), on the sphere the sum of the exterior angles of a polygon will be less than
2π. For example, a Euclidean triangle has interior angles that add up to π (because
the exterior and interior angle at any vertex add up to π, the number of vertices
times π equals the sum of the interior angles plus the sum of the exterior angles;
on a triangle we get 3π = π + 2π ), but a spherical triangle will have angles that
add up to more than π. Imagine a triangle with one vertex at the north pole and
the other vertices both lying on the equator, π/2 apart. Each of the interior angles
is π/2 and each of the exterior angles is π/2, so the interior angles and the exterior
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angles each sum to 3π/2. To take the extreme case, picture a triangle with vertices
spaced equidistantly around the equator. Each interior angle is now π and each
exterior angle is 0. The sum of the interior and exterior angles is still πn, where n
is the number of vertices, because in a 2-manifold every point looks like R2. The
smaller the triangle we draw, the closer we get to a Euclidean triangle; the bigger
the triangle, the more distorted it is from a Euclidean triangle.
Isometries in the sphere include rotations and reections. Translations in the
sphere are all rotations. (e.g., translate all points 15 degrees east means rotate
15 degrees through a north-south axis. Translating one inch to the right would
involve points on the sphere leaving the surface of the sphere.) Rotations have two
xed points: the antipodal points that form the axis of rotation. Reections have
either innite xed points lying along some great circle (straight line in the sphere)
or, in the case of inversions through the center of the sphere, no xed points.
We say that a sphere has positive curvature because at any point on the sphere
the tangent plane at that point only touches the sphere at that point. In other
words, if you take the point of view of someone standing on the outside of the
sphere, in every direction you look, the ground appears to be curving down; from
the inside of the sphere, every direction appears to be curving up. (Shown in Figure
8a.)
2.3 H2.
The hyperbolic plane is created by altering Euclid's fth postulate so that given
any line ` and a point p not on that line, we assert that multiple lines parallel to
` through p exist. Where the plane and the sphere are relatively easy to picture,
the hyperbolic plane is somewhat harder, so there have been many dierent models
invented to represent it. The distance metric for the hyperbolic plane depends
upon which model we are using to represent the plane. This paper will focus on the
Poincaré disk model but we will also mention the upper half plane model.
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In the Poincaré disk model the entire hyperbolic plane is represented as an open
disk in a Euclidean plane. Generally, the center of the disk is placed at the origin of
the complex plane and we consider all points |z| < 1. The boundary of the disk (at
|z| = 1) represents ideal points at innite distance from the center of our image.
The closer we get to the center of the disk, the less distorted our model is. Because
the hyperbolic plane is innite, we can shift our graph to place any point at the
center of the circle, like a magnifying glass moving to any part of a map. Straight
lines in the hyperbolic plane are represented as circles that intersect the boundary
of the disk at right angles. These circles then represent the shortest hyperbolic
distance between any two points. In order to nd the distance between two points
we rst have to nd the line between them.
Given any point p in the Poincaré disk model, to draw a straight hyperbolic
line (drawn as a circle in the model) through that point, rst use a straightedge to
draw a line ` from the center of the disk through p. Construct a line perpendicular
to ` at p. Where that perpendicular line intersects the boundary circle B construct
a line tangent to the B. Where that tangent line intersects ` is the location of the
reection of p through B; call it p′. Construct a line, mp, perpendicular to ` at the
midpoint between p and p′. Every hyperbolic line through p will be a Euclidean
circle with center on mp and radius
∣∣pmp∣∣ (with the exception of ` itself, which is
the limiting case). To nd the particular line through p, q, repeat the procedure
with q and draw the Euclidean circle centered at the point of intersection of mp,mq
that passes through p, q.
Where the line containing p, q crosses the boundary, we label those points r, s
so that the points line on the line in order as r, p, q, s. The hyperbolic distance is
then:3
s = c
∣∣∣∣log pr · qsqr · px
∣∣∣∣ ,where c is an arbitrary constant.
The set of isometries on the hyperbolic plane that we can use here are the Möbius
3. D. Hilbert and S. Cohn-Vossen, Geometery and the Imagination, 2nd edition (AMS Chelsea
Publishing, 1990), p. 257.
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 where the function is f(z) = ax+ b
cx+ d
. We represent them
as matrices because composing Möbius transformations is the same as multiplying
the functions' matrix representatives. The functions which preserve the upper half
plane are those whose matrix representations are elements of SL2(R) (PSL2(R) for
a one to one mapping). The Cayley map maps the upper half plane onto the unit
disk: K(z) = (z − i)/(z + i). To get the Möbius transformations which preserve




. These matrices form the unit circle group and are denoted
SU(1,1).4
We classify these isometries by their xed points, as in Figure 9.5
Representative
Type Fixed points Periodic Source and Sink Matrix Trace



















Figure 9: Types of hyperbolic isometries.
Möbius transformations preserve angles, so angles map to equal angles; circles
map to circles. A circle in hyperbolic space (the set of points equidistant from
some center point) looks like a circle in Euclidean space, except the center of
the hyperbolic circle is usually not in the center of its Euclidean representation.
The exact Möbius transformations we use in this paper are properly discontinuous
hyperbolic transformations that translate the surface along geodesics generated by
4. David Mumford, Caroline Series, and David Wright, Indra's Pearls: The Vision of Felix Klein
(Cambridge University Press, 2015), p.85-89.
5. Andrew J. Casson and Steven A Bleiler, Automorphisms of Surfaces after Nielsen and
Thurston (Cambridge University Press, 1988).
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octagons (each transformation must move an octagon from Figure 22 a discrete
number of octagons along the geodesic). Figure 22 is a standard tessellation of
octagons that meet at vertices of degree 8. Figure 10 shows a dierent view of the
same tessellation. Figure 10a shows a standard octagon with sides identied. In
Figure 10b we approximate the geodesics as colored lines, that are generated by the
shape. Note that red and yellow cross, blue and green cross, but neither red nor
yellow crosses blue nor green. Figure 10c cleans up the arrows to more clearly show
the geodesics.
We expect to see a single geodesic of each color cross each tile. Each tile has
two sides of each color, but only one side of each color contributes to the geodesic
that crosses that tile. For example, the way that the gure is labeled we can see
that each yellow path makes a series of 90◦ turns to the left. That means that when
yellow is going up the right side of a tile, the geodesic associated with that yellow
path falls inside the tile. Where yellow is going up the left side of a tile the geodesic
falls outside the tile. Figure 10c zooms in closer to the boundary so we can see
that all four colors cross this tile. Each of those colored lines represent a Möbius
transformation which we can use to translate the tiles across the hyperbolic plane.
The fact that the yellow path makes a series of 90◦ turns (with each segment
between turns being the same length) and never meets back up with itself illustrates
that the exterior angles of a polygon in the hyperbolic plane can be greater than
2π; in fact they are always greater than 2π, but the larger the shapes become the
more distorted they look compared to Euclidean polygons. The regular octagons
illustrated in Figure 22 and Figure 10 have all interior angles of 45 degrees and
exterior angles of 135 degrees. That means that the exterior angles of this octagon
add up to 1080 degrees, signicantly more than the 360 degrees allowed on the
Euclidean plane.
The upper half plane model is very similar to the Poincaré disk model but
focuses on a section of the boundary. We can think of it as the limiting case when




Figure 10: Showing the geodesics which represent Möbius transformations.
boundary  the set of ideal points; hyperbolic space lies above the line (nothing
exists below the line). Hyperbolic lines are represented by either vertical lines or
semicircles centered on the boundary line. The upper half plane model also uses the
Möbius transformations as isometries. Elements of SL2(R) preserve the upper half
plane. The Poincaré disk and the upper half plane are conformal.6 As mentioned
above, the Cayley map is a Möbius transformation that maps the upper half plane
to the unit disk. Because the perspective is dierent, the distance metric is dierent.
6. William P. Thurston, Three-Dimensional Geometry and Topology, vol. 1 (Princeton Univer-
sity Press, 1997), p. 59.
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For two points z, w:7




2 · I(z) · I(w)
)
,
where I(x) returns the imaginary part of x.
Finding the line between two points in the upper half plane model is much
easier than the Poincaré disk model. To nd the line between any two points p, q,
just construct the perpendicular bisector of segment pq and draw a circle centered
where that bisector crosses the boundary. In the case where p, q fall on a vertical
line, we get a perpendicular bisector that is parallel to the boundary and we can
consider the line perpendicular to the boundary line to be the limiting case as the
radius of the line connecting p, q goes to innity.
We say that a hyperbolic plane has negative curvature because every point on
the surface is a saddle point where if the ground slopes down to the right and the left
then it slopes up both in front of us and behind us (Figure 8c). A Euclidean plane
tangent to any point would necessarily have part of the plane above the surface of
the hyperbolic plane and part below.
7. Bram Petri, Teichmüller Theory: Lecture notes for the course V5D3 - Advanced Topics in
Geometry, 2019, p. 29, https://webusers.imj-prg.fr/~bram.petri/teaching_tt.html.
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3 The Torus
The torus, being at, can be modeled in the Euclidean plane. Even smooth R3
toroids that are not at have zero net curvature, so we can easily see unrolling a
at (and marked) torus into the plane. Like many video games where going o the
top of the screen makes things reappear on the bottom and heading o to the left of
the screen makes things reappear on the right, we can picture an innite Euclidean
plane as endless rows of monitors, each the size of our original torus. Anything
that appears on the torus is simultaneously displayed on every monitor, or copy
of the torus. Walking straight north to the edge of our torus doesn't transport us
to the south edge of our torus; we just keep walking north across the next copy
of the torus, while our copy from the torus to the south echoes our path, walking
across the boundary into our previous torus just as we leave it. We can think of the
boundaries as a tessellation, an innite tiling of the plane. Any linear translation
might shift the borders of the copies of the torus, but every point on the original
torus will occur exactly once in each new torus not only homeomorphically but in
such a way as to create the identical torus; only an arbitrary point of reference has
changed from our original torus. Rotations in the marked plane do not generally
produce homeomorphisms because paths across boundaries do not line up. We do
not here consider reections because we are only looking at orientation preserving
transformations.
3.1 Finding tessellations.
We know that we can tile the plane with innite copies of a torus; how can we cut
up the plane to make innite copies of a torus? Given that we want every copy of
our torus to be the same, we want to nd tessellations of the plane that contain
only one shape and that can be mapped to each other with only translations. It is
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(a) (b)
Figure 11: Hexagonal tiles are equivalent to parallelograms.
known that we can tessellate the plane with triangles, parallelograms, or hexagons.8
A triangle does not work for our purposes because we need to glue up sides of equal
length and the triangle has an odd number of sides. We also need our surface to be
smooth, which means that all angles around a point need to add up to 360◦. The
triangle has 180◦, which invites us to try and add a at angle. Either we would
have to have an isosceles triangle and cut the odd side into two  which doesn't
work because paired sides cannot be adjacent  or we would have to have a scalene
triangle in which the longest side equaled the lengths of the other two sides  also
not possible. This leaves the parallelogram and the hexagon.
For hexagonal tiles, we know that we must identify three pairs of sides that we
can quotient. We pick one side and arbitrarily call it a. Without loss of generality,
proceeding counterclockwise around the hexagon, the second side cannot be identi-
ed with the rst so we'll give it the name b. If the next side is a′ then the rest of
the sequence must be cb′c′ in order to prevent the conjunction cc′, but that gives us
a cycle that includes a′c and c′a = (a′c)′, which would mean we could simplify that
cycle down to four dierent sides  not a hexagon. That means that the rst three
sides must be abc. The fourth side must then be a′ or b′. If it is b′ then the cycle has
to be abcb′a′c′, which contains ab and b′a′ and is disallowed as above. That leaves
8. Smart, Modern Geometries, p. 171.
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abca′b′c′ as the only possible way of identifying the pairs of sides. Thus, opposite
sides are identied.
Figure 11 shows that when we identify opposite sides of a hexagon with some
random markings and tile the plane with them, we can then draw parallelograms
over the marked plane and get a proper tessellation with each tile identical. To help
explain this we give an example of how we can choose new vertices of an irregular




Figure 12: Versions of a seahorse tessellation.
Figure 12 shows an example of an oddly shaped tile that can be glued into a
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square torus. Figure 12a is a tile that tessellates the plane and can be glued into a
square torus. In Figure 12b we label four points as as the vertex of a torus. Note
that the path between any adjacent vertices is a translation of the path between
the other two. We can imagine rolling up the blue square so that opposite sides line
up and the edges of the seahorse tile wrap around and line up, creating a cylinder.
Because we can make a square cylinder by matching either pair of opposite sides,
we have a square torus. In Figure 12c we cut out one of the seahorses and move it
across our tile to where it would natuarlly tessellate (Figure 12d). The resulting,
highly irregular, tile in Figure 12e is still a representation of a square torus. It is not
immediately obvious where our corner point is, but we can place it exactly where
it was in our original tile, as in Figure 12f. The red line shows where our path
exactly doubles back on itself in our travel around the four copies of our vertex. In
Figure 12g we redraw the square to more clearly illustrate that the path between
any adjacent vertices is exactly a translation of the path between the other two.
Because the selection of a vertex point is arbitrary we can choose it to be any point
along our path, as shown in Figure 12h and Figure 12i.
This same property can be applied to our hexagonal tile. Identifying any four
copies of the same point and naming it the vertex, we can see a path in which
opposite sides are translations of each other, as in Figure 13.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 13: Possible paths around a hexagon.
Note that we cannot pick adjacent corners of the hexagon because they do not
map to the same point. Hexagonal tiles have two vertices. We verify this by noting
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that each of these points must lie at on our surface and the interior angles of a
hexagon add up to 720◦. Pick either of these points to be the base point of our
fundamental group. In Figure 14a we marked one of the points in red. Name each
pair of matched sides a, b, c. We also marked arbitrary orientations in the gure.
Each edge of the hexagon moves between one vertex to the other, so pick any two,
such as bc to be a path from one vertex back to itself (that is, on the torus  on
the tile in the plane the path moves from the vertex to a copy of that vertex), thus
acting as one of the generators of our fundamental group of the torus. The other
generator could then be represented by ba or, as in Figure 14b and Figure 14c, c′a,
and we have generators of the fundamental group of the torus. (We call it c′a only
because of the arbitrary orientatoin we assigned to a. If the arrow on a pointed the




















Figure 14: Showing possible generators of the fundamental group of a hexagonal
torus.
We have thus shown that every dierent tiling of the torus in the plane can be
modeled as a parallelogram tessellation. We dene moduli space of the torus as all
of the possible parameters which we can add a metric to our original, oppy torus.
Once we unroll our torus into some parallelogram, we pin it in place and apply
metric to stien it into something we can tile the plane with. Thus, the specic
point in moduli space is not the shape of our tiles, but the underlying dimensions
of the symmetries of that shape. Is it square, like the seahorses (Figure 12e), or a
tall, skinny rectangle, or does it contain a 60◦ angle like a regular hexagonal tile?
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Dierent shapes can be formed from the same point in moduli space (as the three
dierent parallelograms in Figure 13) but the smallest dimensions will occur when
the angles of the parallelogram are most near to square so we consider that a good
representative of the equivalence class.
3.2 Variations on the rectangle.
The next question we explore is: How can we change the boundaries on a given
marked tiling of the plane in order to create dierent tessellations whose tiles map
to a torus that is homeomorphic to our original torus but with distinctly dier-
ent markings? If these homeomorphisms are also isomorphic, can we generate the
mapping class group?
Given any at, marked torus T , we can tile the Euclidean plane with copies
of that torus. We dene any point p on the torus to be at the origin of our plane
and dene any meridian of the torus to be a vertical unit length on the plane and
any longitude on the torus to be a horizontal unit length. (We have just dened
our original torus to have an area of 1.) Then we can copy our at map of the
torus both horizontally and vertically in both directions so that any integer point
(a, b) : a, b ∈ Z corresponds to p on the torus. (It is not strictly necessary that
these two vectors be orthogonal.) Traveling n units to the right or left on our plane
equates to traveling n units around the torus longitudinally. Traveling n units up
or down on the plane equates to traveling around a meridian n times. Traveling
diagonally across the plane equates to spiraling around our torus.
Now that we have our marked plane, we ask how we could cut it up to create
dierent versions of a torusin eect, using the plane as an intermediate step to map
from a torus to another torus. For this exercise, each tile we cut out of the plane
must contain a full copy of the original torus and must wrap in such a way that
the mapping ϕ : T 7→ T ′ is a homeomorphism. For each tiling, every marking in
the plane representing a point on the original torus must appear in our tiling thus:
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each point on the interior of our tile is represented once; each point on the edge
of our tile is represented twice (once on each edge), except for the single corner"
point, which is represented four times on our tile. We consider this problem as if
every point is marked, thus this problem represents a single point of moduli space.
We start by noting that because our choice of origin was completely arbitrary
we can choose to make the origin our corner without loss of generality. Our path
around the border of our tile must pass through four copies of this corner. As we
choose our path from p at the origin to the second copy of p, we must keep in mind
that our path is echoed on all lifts of the original torus. This constrains our choice
of which copy of p we can use for the third corner (we cannot cross any copy of our
path because the tiles cannot overlap) and there is no choice for the fourth corner.
We will use p0, p1, p2, p3 to refer to the four coordinates on the plane that our point
p gets mapped to (in counterclockwise order).
For the rst case, let's travel from (0, 0) to (1, 0) to (1, 1). (The other two
paths must be reversals of the rst two, so we don't list them separately.) There
are innumerable dierent paths that we can use to traverse these corners producing
dierently shaped tiles, but in each case when we wrap them we get exactly T , the
same as if we just used any level unit square.
Now that we've shown that the exact path p0 → p1 → p2 → p3 → p0 is
unimportant once we wrap our gure around a torus, we're almost ready to simplify
by using straight line. What if we were to attempt to travel from (0, 0) to (0, 2)?
Either we would have to pass through (0, 1) or else the path that we are traveling
from (0, 0) to (0, 2) would have to pass through the simultaneous path from (0, 1)
to (0, 3). Since tessellations cannot overlap, we cannot do this. If we ignored
the alternate lines in order to create our path from (0, 0) to (0, 2) we would end
up creating a torus with area 2 instead of area 1 and the mapping would not be
bijective. Similarly we cannot travel from (0, 0) to (2, 2) without passing through
(1, 1) or the path coming o of it. Thus, we can simplify matters from here on out
by only considering straight-line paths between corners.
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Because our straight line cannot pass through another coordinate in Z2 with-
out doubling up our torus, we can have an edge from (0, 0) to (a, b) where either
gcd(a, b) = 1 or exactly one of {a, b} is zero. Once we have selected a p1 = (a, b) we
can select a third point. Through the tiling action of basing our plane on the torus,
drawing the path from p0 to p1 forms a full pencil of parallel lines with integer solu-
tions on the plane. Our path from p1 to p2 cannot cross any of these lines without
breaking our tessellation so we must pick a p3 that lives on an adjacent line. It
doesn't matter if our next segment goes to the line on the right or the line on the
left because the symmetry of the torus will create a matching segment the other
direction. We choose to turn left without loss of generality. The line to our left lies
at a horizontal distance of 1
b




p1. Since our original segment runs through the origin, the nearest parallel line lies






. We name some integer point on this line (x, y) = (m,n)
and get an − bm = 1. If p3 = (m,n) then p2 = (m+a, n+b). We know that the
parallelogram that we are looking for has an area of one, equal to that of the origi-





∣∣∣∣∣∣∣, which yields us |an− bm| = 1, verifying that the previous
statement gives us a parallelogram with area one.
We note that an−bm = 1 is a linear Diophantine equation with innite solutions
i gcd(an, bm) = 1 and no solutions otherwise. We know it has integer solutions
because our lines originated from some copy of p on the plane so an, bm must be
coprime. This implies that b, n must be coprime and b 6= n unless b = n = 1.
Similarly a,m are coprime and a 6= m unless a = m = 1. If one possible location of
p3 is (m,n) then all solutions are of the form (m+ka, n+kb) where k is some integer.





3.3 Finding generating matrices.
If we label our vertices with coordinates from the complex plane we can represent






. The identity torus is
 i 1+i
0 1
. Because our torus is always represented by a parallelogram we can
say that s = r+ t. We dene two unary functions on this torus. A moves the top























B moves the right side of the tile one click up and the inverse, B∗, moves the right
















The above notation is nice for keeping track of all four vertices, but note that
the system is very overdetermined so we can simplify the notation considerably.
Our parallelogram is determined by the span {t, r}, each in two dimensions, so let's




where R represents the real part of the number and I represents the imaginary

















A,B can be thought of as operations on the torus, or we can think of them as
generating units in a (non-abelian) group of automorphisms of the marked torus.
Instead of thinking about A(I) and B(I) we just think about the matrices A and
B and we can compose them left to right; that is, A(B(I)) = B · A with ordinary
matrix multiplication.








In fact, any combination of A and B is non-cyclic (an example is given in Figure 19),
but when we include the inverses we get cyclic elements. {A∗B,AB∗, B∗A,BA∗}
are all cyclic of order six (The order of these elements is based on a rotation of the
torus 180◦ being distinct from our original torus. If we consider a torus rotated by





above elements are cyclic of order 3.) as illustrated in Figure 17. Mixing in the
cyclic elements give some strange results. For example AB∗ = BAB∗A. It would be
nice to pick a generating set that would provide less weird results, like, for example,
letting C = AB∗ give us a cyclic generator, C and a non-cyclic generator, A (so
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that B = C∗A), but then C2 = ACA, which doesn't seem any less strange.
A demonstration of the cyclic nature is shown in Figures 17 and 18. Figure 17
shows individual tiles in the plane acted on alternately by A and B∗, graphically
described as holding one edge of the parallelogram still (the one with the staples)
while sliding the opposite edge in the direction of the red arrow. Figure 18 shows
the rst half of the cycle as twists on a torus, as described in 3.5. We note that
Figures 17d and 18i show a clockwise rotation of 90◦. Checking the matrices, let
D = AB∗A =
 0 1
−1 0
 = B∗AB∗, which means we can describe our group as
that generated by a cyclic element D of order 4 and an innite element A. This
generates the mapping class group of the torus, isomorphic to SL2(Z).
[We note that this mapping to SL2(Z) is conceptually dierent from the tra-
ditional rendition of the mapping class group. Instead of using the matrices to
represent Möbius transformations on points in the upper half plane, we arrived at





Figure 15: Slicing a tile.
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3.4 Cutting tiles.
There is another way to think about the operators on the torus. We can cut up
the tile and reglue it. Figure 15a is a randomly marked rectangle with which we
could tile the plane. If we start at any point on the side and cut directly across
the rectangle, as in Figure 15b and then glue the sides together as in Figure 15c
we get a torus after the surgery that is identical to the original torus except for the
change of base point, which we don't care about. Similarly if the cut is vertical. If
we cut along any path between adjacent corners, we get the identical torus, as in
the seahorse tile (Figure 12). If we attempt to cut from any point on the side to
any point not directly across from our point, then gluing up the torus will produce
discontinuities in the marked paths. That leaves cuts from corners to non-adjacent
corners. If we make the cut as in Figure 15d then we have two choices as to where
to glue. We can glue the top and bottom edges together as in Figure 15e, or we
can glue the sides together as in Figure 15f. The former exactly reproduces A and
the latter gives us B. If we continue to make cuts from the lower left corner to
the diagonal corner of either of these parallelogram tiles then we can reproduce any
combination of A and B. In order to produce A∗ or B∗ we would make our cut
along the other diagonal of our parallelogram and then choose a gluing, similar to
above.
3.5 Relating tiles to Dehn twists.
What does this do to the torus? In Figure 16 we demonstrate. In Figure 16a we show
a plane representing a single sample point in moduli space, which is dierentiated
from any other point in moduli space by the lengths of the two generating loops of
the fundamental group for that torus, and also the angle between them; this one is
relatively square. The three parallelograms, labeled I, A, and B, each represent
single tiles in independent possible tessellations of the plane. I represents the













Figure 16: Wrapping up I, A, and B into tori.
plane. A represents a tile A(I); B represents a tile B(I) (as on page 27). In
Figure 16b we show the same tiles that have been normalized in order to more easily
visualize how our previous lines of meridian and longitude have changed and where
they should end up on the torus in the new mapping class. Figure 16c sketches how
these lines lie on the torus. We see that B is a Dehn twist about a meridian and
A is a Dehn twist about a longitude. If we compose several of the B operators
then we get a torus that is twisted multiple times, our previous longitude spiraling
tighter around the torus. Composing several iterations of A gives a spiral from our
previous meridian. If we alternate A,B, we get the two lines to spiral together (as
in Figure 19), but if we try to compose A with B∗ we nd that the the lines cannot
spiral in opposite directions. The red line and the green line only cross once. In
order to be homeomorphic, they can only cross once after the twist, as well. When
we try to twist the torus so that the two lines are spiraling in opposite directions
we nd that the twists cancel each other out and we get the cyclic elements from
page 28. (Figure 17.)
3.6 Geometry.
The geometry of twisted tori depend on our convention. There are two basic choices:





































Figure 17: AB∗ (shown on a plane with the blue dot at the origin) is cyclic.
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(a) I (b) (c) A (d)
(e) (f) AB∗ (g) (h)
(i) AB∗A (j) (k) AB∗AB∗ (l)
(m) (n) AB∗AB∗A (o) (p)
(q) AB∗AB∗AB∗
Figure 18: Three iterations of AB∗, shown on a torus, reverse orientation.
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(a) I (b) (c) A
(d) (e) AB (f)
(g) ABA (h) (i) ABAB
Figure 19: Shown on a torus, two iterations of AB, which is not cyclic.
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3.6.1 Normalized tiles.
Normalizing the tiles means that we stretch our parallelogram back into a square
shape before gluing it into a torus. The fact that we stretch it means that we are
changing the underlying metric of the surface. When we do this we get a torus that
is the same size as the original surface but former distances are changed. We imagine
twisting our previous torus and nding that lines that were straight now have to
curve multiple times around the torus and must be longer. Other lines, during these
same twists, are themselves untwisted and grow shorter. Because lengths between
any two points are not preserved, this would not be an isometry, thus normalized
twists (that we can think of as cutting and gluing tiles and then stretching square)
are not mapping classes.
3.6.2 Non-normalized tiles.
If we consider that each parallelogram is glued up as-is then we get tori that are
isometric to our original torus: every distance between two points is the same in
each possible torus because changing the tessellation with which we cut up the plane
into tori leaves the markings on the plane unchanged. This leaves unchanged the
distance metric of the Euclidean plane as discussed in 2.3.
What does change when we do not normalize the tile is the size of the torus.
For any torus represented by a matrix as in 3.3, the two columns of the matrix
represent the two vectors that span one copy of our torus in the plane. For non-
normalized tiles, the length of the rst column vector is the length of a longitude
in the torus. The length of the second column vector is the length of a meridian
in the torus. That means that by our action of cutting the tile or twisting the
torus, the total length of the meridian and the longitude can grow without bound.
The fact that both can grow without aecting the underlying metric of the surface
is astonishing. Making models of these enlarged tori yields very heavily twisted
and wrinkled surfaces. Minimum longitude and meridian lengths are found when
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the two side vectors of the tile are orthogonal (or as close to orthogonal as we
can get in the underlying point of moduli space). Because lengths are preserved




In the Euclidean plane, a square has an innite tessellation. On the sphere, all
tessellations have to be nite. In order to have an even number of sides in our
tessellated shape we are limited to a square or a bigon. (We can have two-sided
polygons on a sphere because straight lines always cross twice, at antipodal points.)
A bigon will not roll up into a smooth surface because the two endpoints will have
less than 360◦. Figure 20 shows two views of the square tessellation of the sphere,
shown from inside the surface looking across to the opposite side. The red line
represents a great circle halfway between us and the far side. Lines heading o the
frame of the picture meet up at a vertex behind us. A square tessellation will have
squares with internal angles of 120◦, so we cannot form those into a smooth surface
either.
The mapping class group of the sphere is thus the trivial group. (If we allowed
orientation reversing reections through a point it would be Z /2Z.)
(a) (b)
Figure 20: Two views of a square tessellation of a sphere.
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Figure 21: The vertex structure of a torus, (corresponding to the presentation of
the fundamental group) has only one possibility, up to homeomorphism.
5 Octagons
We have seen that tori can be represented by parallelograms and have mentioned
that genus 2 surfaces can be represented by octagons. Let us look at how that
works.
We are dealing with surfaces that are manifolds, so any point has 360◦ sur-
rounding it. This means that when we pick generators of the fundamental group
representing a meridian and a longitude in order to cut our torus and tile the plane,
each point will also lie at on the plane: the four corners of a Euclidean parallel-
ogram add up to 360◦. Each vertex of a torus is then the vertex of four rays, as
in Figure 21. When dealing with a genus two surface with a fundamental group
of four generators we end up with a base point at the juncture of eight rays (four
generators and four inverses; Figure 23). This point must be at, so the sum of the
eight angles must be 360◦. When we unwrap the surface and try to lay it at, the
corner point must still have all eight rays coming o of it (heading o around dif-
ferent copies of our tile). We are going to restrict ourselves to dealing with regular
octagons. A regular Euclidean octagon has interior angles of 135◦, so joining eight
of them together at a point would give this point 1080◦; this is considerably more
than the 360◦ allowed. Luckily we have the hyperbolic plane available, in which we
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Figure 22: Tiling the hyperbolic plane with regular octagons.
can construct an octagon with interior angles of 45◦. (In the hyperbolic plane we
can increase the size of any polygon in order to decrease the internal angles.) Lets
look at tessellations of the octagon. (Figure 22.)
Given any parallelogram on the Euclidean plane, there is only one way to iden-
tify the sides so as to create a closed, compact, and orientable two-dimensional
manifolds: we must identify opposite sides with each other. This is equivalent to
saying that, given any torus, the generators of the fundamental group of that surface
must meet at the vertex in a pattern like Figure 21. What about octagons?
5.1 Patterns of the fundamental group of genus 2 surfaces.
Given a regular hyperbolic octagon with interior angles that sum to 2π, what dif-
ferent ways can glue it to get a genus 2 surface? In order to make a genus 2 surface
we quotient pairs of sides with the following rules:
1. Each side of the pair has the opposite orientation from the other in order to
maintain orientation in the surface. (No Möbius bands.)
2. Sides that are quotiented together cannot be adjacent. If they were adjacent
then our surface would have a non-dierentiable point (like the bigon on the
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sphere).
3. Any sequence ab precludes the existence of the inverse sequence, b′a′, in order
to maintain the genus. Otherwise we could collapse ab = e for some e and we
would not have enough generators to create a genus two surface.
Following those rules, we start by picking an arbitrary side and naming it a. We
arbitrarily choose to move counterclockwise around the octagon and name the next
side b. The third side gives us a choice of a′ or a new edge, which we arbitrarily
name c. We split out the dierent cases in the following tree:
aba′ The side a is now paired, so the next one can pair b or start a new pair c.
aba′b′ This leaves us no choice but aba′b′cdc′d′ .
aba′c Choices are b′, d.
aba′cb′ aba′cb′dc′d′
aba′cd Next choices are b′ or c′
aba′cdb′ We cannot have d′c′, so we only have aba′cdb′c′d′ .
aba′cdc′ This leaves b′ and d′. aba′cdc′d′b′ is a rotation of aba′b′cdc′d′;
aba′cdc′b′d′ is a rotation of aba′cb′dc′d′.
abc Here we have the three choices a′, b′, d
abcb′ This contains bcb′, which is equivalent to aba′ because our labels are
arbitrary. We have exhausted, above, all possible cycles that start with
aba′, therefore any cycles that contains aba′ (or equivalent form) are
merely rotations of one of the above cycles.
abca′ We do not choose c′ next as it gives an aba′ form, so that leaves b′ and d.
abca′b′ This leaves only the choice dc′d′ for the last 3 sides, which is in aba′
form.
abca′d Choices are b′ and c′.
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abca′db′ We do not choose d′ next as it gives us aba′ form. That leaves
abca′db′c′d′, which is not a genus 2 surface because it contains
a′d and d′a in its cycle.
abca′dc′ We do not choose d′ next as it gives us aba′ form, but if we choose
c′ next we are again left with a′d and d′a.
abcd Avoiding c′, we choose a′ or b′.
abcda′ For the remaining pattern, I'll check all six permutations:
abcda′b′c′d′ This is a valid pattern. abcda′b′c′d′
abcda′b′d′c′ Contains cd and d′c′.
abcda′c′b′d′ Contains bc and c′b′.
abcda′c′d′b′ This is a rotation of aba′cdb′c′d′.
abcda′d′b′c′ Contains da′d′ which is in aba′ form.
abcda′d′c′b′ Contains da′d′ which is in aba′ form.
abcdb′ We still need an a′, but cannot put it in any of the three remaining
spots, so there's no additional solution here.
We have shown that there are exactly four dierent combinatorial varieties (or
decorations)of the hyperbolic octagon that give us genus 2 surfaces.
Referring to Figure 23, those four tiles are given in Figures 23e-23h. We show
graphically the presentations of the fundamental groups that generate these tiles in
Figures 23a-23d. (We do not know of any convention for naming the four types;
these numbers are our invention.) The direction of each arrow in the diagrams is
completely arbitrary; the arrows are included to facilitate converting between the
vertex form and the tile form of each surface. Reversing any of the arrows on the
fundamental group gives us the same decoration on the octagon, and vise versa, as
long as we reverse both copies of the same arrow in order to maintain the orientation
of the surface.
In a genus 2 surface, we can always pick generators of the fundamental group
that do not intersect each other at other than the base point. Choosing the sides of
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our octagon as those generators seems to be a natural choice. When this is the case,
these four decorations represent dierent presentations of the fundamental group.
Of course, unmarked, all genus 2 surfaces are identical, but if we mark the paths
of these fundamental group generators then there is no way to cut and twist the
torus in such a way as to move between one type and another homeomorphically:
there would always be a discontinuity at the vertex where the paths joined. This,
of course, would not be true were we dealing with higher-dimensional manifolds,
but on a two-dimensional surface there is no homeomorphic mapping between the
base point of one type and any point of a dierent surface type. This means that
octagons of dierent types are not related by the mapping class group.

































Figure 23: The four types of fundamental group presentations on a genus 2 surface
and the tiles they generate.
5.2 Cutting octagonal tiles.
We dene a surgery as cutting our octagon tile from one copy of the vertex to
another and then gluing the two pieces together along any matching side between
the two pieces. This is exactly analogous to what we did on the torus in Figure 15.
In the tile of the torus there are exactly two diagonals we can cut, each of which
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gives us two choices for which sides to glue. The octagon is more complicated. It
has 20 dierent diagonals which each give us varying numbers of choices.
Given the four possible decorations of a regular genus 2 surface, how do surgeries
aect the octagon, both moving within the mapping class group and not? First let's
give names to our four decorations, for ease of identifying them:
aba′b′cdc′d′  Type I.
abcda′b′c′d′  Type II.
aba′cb′dc′d′  Type III.
aba′cdb′c′d′  Type IV.
In order for a surgery to be an element of the mapping class, the resulting
octagon must have the same combinatorics as the initial octagon.
Unfortunately, the scope of this paper will only examine type I tiles. Given
that the initial decoration is ababcdcd, (for clarity, we omit the ′ symbols as we
are stipulating these are orientation preserving surfaces, so the reversal is clearly
implied) we can see that the choice of which edges to cut away from the tile aects
how we may reglue them. We attempt to do it systematically and label the cut
sections with a box. We label the cut edge as e in each case, understanding that
each dierent cut represents a dierent e.
Cutting two sides:
ab abcdcd may be glued on side a or side b, giving ebebcdcd or eaeacdcd,
both of which are type I.
a ba bcdcd may be glued on side b or side a, giving aeaecdcd or ebebcdcd,
both of which are type I. They are reections of each other when starting
with a regular octagon.
ab ab cdcd may be glued on side a or side b, giving bebecdcd or aeaecdcd,
both of which are type I and are distinct from the other cases because
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the e is not the same e. In a regular octagon they are reections of the
ab abcdcd case.
aba bc dcd may be glued on side b or side c, giving aceaedcd or abaedebd,
which are both type III and are reections of each other when starting
with a regular octagon.
The remaining four cases are rotations of the rst four cases. This means
that when starting with a regular octagon these do not give distinct
solutions, but when starting with an irregular octagon (perhaps one that
has already had a surgery) the solutions could be distinct. We list them
in Figure 24 for completeness.
Cutting three sides:
aba bcdcd must be glued on side b and yields a type I octagon.
a bab cdcd must be glued on side a and yields a type I octagon that, when
the initial octagon is regular, is a reection of the previous case.
ab abc dcd may be glued on a, b, or c, which yield bcebedcd, type III;
aceaedcd, type III; and abedeabd, type IV.
aba bcd cd in a regular octagon is a reection of ab abc dcd, so gluing
b, c, d gives us a type IV, III, and III, respectively.
The other four cuttings are rotations of the above four cases.
Cutting four sides (cutting the octagon in half) has only four cases:
abab cdcd yields no valid gluings.
a babc dcd may be glued on side a or c, giving us ebedcdbc and aedebabd,
both type III.
ab abcd cd may be glued on any of the four sides, yielding bcdebecd,
eaecdacd, edeabdab, eceabcab, each of which is a type IV.
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aba bcdc d may be glued on side b or d giving us eaedacdc or ecebcaba,
both type III.
To sum up type I:
A single surgery on a regular type I octagon yields eight dierent octagons of a
type I (sixteen when we include both sides), as well as some type III and type IV
octagons. Interestingly, there is no direct way to get a type II from a type I.
Looking only at the type I-I simple surgeries, we can see that they can be
repeated multiple times. Repeating the same simple surgery any number of times
does not return the original octagon. (We name them simple, meaning that we can
arrive at the new form with a single cut and glue, as opposed to one surgery that
gives us a new type and another surgery to bring us back to a type I.) Naming
each transformation and marking the glued element with an overline, we can see by
inspection that our transformation have inverse elements as shown in Figure 25.
Clearly, choosing any simple element and its inverse gives us a group isomorphic
to Z. Let's try combining two such groups and see what we get. Any surgery from
the rst half of the list will clearly not interfere with any surgery in the second half,
so picking one of each would give us a Z×Z group. Let's focus on the rst half of
the list.
5.2.1 P .
We generate P (type I) by cutting o the rst two sides and gluing the rst side
to the third side, as in Figure 26. Figure 26a shows a regular type I tile on the
hyperbolic plane with the proposed cut marked in black. Figure 26b shows the tile
after we cut and glue side a to side a. (In this picture we did not move the point
of view on the plane, so the piece that was moved appears smaller and somewhat
warped, being further from the center of the graph.) Figure 26c shows a vertex
point of the surface with the four original generators, as well as the cut line marked
in black. The vertex point after the surgery looks exactly the same as it did before
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Type I - ababcdcd
ab abcdcd ebebcdcd I
ab abcdcd eaeacdcd I
a ba bcdcd aeaecdcd I
a ba bcdcd ebebcdcd I
ab ab cdcd bebecdcd I
ab ab cdcd aeaecdcd I
aba bc dcd aceaedcd III
aba bc dcd abaedebd III
abab cd cd ababeded I
abab cd cd ababecec I
ababc dc d ababecec I
ababc dc d ababeded I
ababcd cd ababdede I
ababcd cd ababcece I
a babcdc d babcaece III
a babcdc d ebedbcdc III
aba bcdcd I
a bab cdcd I
ab abc dcd bcebedcd III
ab abc dcd aceaedcd III
ab abc dcd abedeabd IV
aba bcd cd IV
aba bcd cd III
aba bcd cd III
abab cdc I
ababc dcd I
a babcd cd III
a babcd cd III
a babcd cd IV
ab abcdc d IV
ab abcd d III
ab abcd d III
a babc dcd ebedcdbc III
a babc dcd aedebabd III
ab abcd cd bcdebecd IV
ab abcd cd eaecdacd IV
ab abcd cd edeabdab IV
ab abcd cd eceabcab IV
aba bcdc d eaedacdc III
aba bcdc d ecebcaba III




P ab abcdcd a ba bcdcd
Q ab abcdcd ab ab cdcd
R a ba bcdcd ab ab cdcd
S aba bcdcd a bab cdcd
T abab cd cd ababc dc d
U abab cd cd ababcd cd
V ababc dc d ababcd cd
W abab cdc d ababc dcd














































Figure 26: P operation shown on tile and surface.
the surgery. If we regularize the octagon in order to more easily map where the
lines go on the surface we get Figure 26d and Figure 26e.
In Figure 26f we see where the line from the tile in Figure 26a would map to
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on a regularly folded genus 2 surface. After the surgery, assuming regularization
for ease of drawing, we know that the four sides of the new octagon will end up as
in Figure 26i, with the red line marking where ex-side a has moved to. Figure 26g
and Figure 26h show that the transformation between Figure 26a and Figure 26b
is equivalent to a Dehn twist along the curve b.
Analogous to page 27, where we dene the operations A,B on Euclidean par-
allelogram tiles as unit `clicks' forward and backward along parallel lines, in the
hyperbolic plane, P is equivalent to unit clicks forward and backwards along lines
representing side b of the octagon. These clicks `drag' side a along, representing the
cutting and regluing along side a. This shows that P is a mapping class and is an
element of the mapping class group of the genus 2 surface.
5.2.2 R.
We generate R(type I) by cutting o the second and third sides and gluing the
second side to the fourth side, as in Figure 27. Figure 27a shows a regular type
I tile on the hyperbolic plane with the proposed cut marked in black. Figure 27b
shows the tile after we cut and glue side b to side b. Figure 27c shows a vertex point
of the surface with the four original generators, as well as the cut line marked in
black. The vertex point after the surgery looks exactly the same as it did before the
surgery. If we regularize the octagon in order to more easily map where the lines
go on the surface we get Figure 27d and Figure 27e.
In Figure 27f we see where the line from the tile in Figure 27a would map to on
a regularly folded genus 2 surface. After the surgery, assuming regularization for
ease of drawing, we know that the four sides of the new octagon will end up as in
Figure 27i, with the yellow line marking where ex-side b has moved to. Figure 27g
and Figure 27h show that the transformation between Figure 27a and Figure 27b
is equivalent to a Dehn twist along the curve a.
Analogous to page 27, where we dene the operations A,B on Euclidean par-
















































Figure 27: R operation shown on tile and surface.
hyperbolic plane, R is equivalent to unit clicks forward and backwards along lines
representing side a of the octagon. These clicks `drag' side b along, representing the
cutting and regluing along side b. Thus, R is also an element of the mapping class
group.
5.2.3 Q.
As shown in Figure 28, Q is the surgery that cuts o side one and side two and
glues side two to side four. Figure 28a shows where the tile is cut, and Figure 28b
shows the reshaped tile. Figure 28c shows a P tile. Note that if we were to cut
along the red a line and reglue along the b line we would get exactly the Q tile from
Figure 28b. Cutting o sides two and three and gluing side side two to side four






























Figure 28: The Q operation is the same as that generated by PR.
so Q is an element of the mapping class group. This means that P,Q,R are not
independent generators and we can represent the entire group with any two of the
three as generators.
5.2.4 S.
Operation S cuts o sides 1-3 and glues side two to side four. This turns out to be
the same as PRP (see Figure 29), which means that S is also a mapping class and
is an element of the mapping class group.
5.2.5 Other surgeries.
We have shown that P,Q,R, S (from Figure 24)are elements of the mapping class
group. Their inverses are also elements of the group. Similarly, T, U, V,W and
their inverses are also mapping classes. We can choose any two elements of the rst
set and any two elements of the second set in order to generate a subgroup of the
mapping class group. We know the entire mapping class needs a fth generator,9
but it is not among the simple surgeries. It must be among the compound surgeries
we have not yet classied. Our subgroup of the mapping class group is of course
innite. Elements generated from {P,Q,R, S} commute with elements generated
from {T, U, V,W} but no element commutes with other elements from the same set.
9. Gwénaël Massuyeau, A Short Introduction to Mapping Class Groups, in Strasbourg Master








































(e) PR (or Q) with the
dashed line marking a P cut.
Figure 29: The operation S is the same as PRP
Other surgeries on a type I octagon do not return a type I octagon and are not
mapping classes. We have not yet classied all of the possible compound surgeries.
Surgeries on a type II octagon always return a type IV if the surgery is on two or
three sides, or a type II if the surgery cuts o four sides. Surgeries on type III
octagons are given in Figure 30.
5.3 The decagon as an octagon.
Inspired by the hexagonal torus, we look briey at the decagon. It is known that
we can create a genus 2 surface from a decagon with opposite sides identied.10 We
show such a decagon in Figure 31a with arbitrary labels. We name the sides tail
to head with the arrow as a− → a+. Starting with the lower left corner at e−, a−
we proceed around the vertex in a clockwise fashion to observe that the red circle
10. Farb and Margalit, A Primer on Mapping Class Groups, p. 47.
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Type III - abacbdcd
ab acbdcd ebecbdcd III
ab acbdcd eaceadcd IV
a ba cbdcd aecaedcd IV
a ba cbdcd ebecbdcd III
ab ac bdcd cebebdcd I
ab ac bdcd abebdead III
aba cb dcd abaedbed IV
aba cb dcd aecaedcd IV
abac bd cd adeacecd III
abac bd cd abaceceb I
abacb dc d abacbece III
abacb dc d abaedbed IV
abacbd cd abadebde IV
abacbd cd abacbece III
aba cbdcd ecaeadcd III
a bac bdcd aeacedcd III
a bac bdcd bebdcdce I
a bac bdcd aebdebad IV
ab acb dcd cbebedcd I
ab acb dcd abedbead IV
ab acb dcd aeacedcd III
aba cbd cd abaebded III
aba cbd cd adecaecd IV
aba cbd cd abaececb I
abac bdc d adceaced IV
abac bdc d abaceceb I
abac bdc d abaebded III
abacb dcd abadedbe III
a bacbd cd ebadaebd IV
a bacbd cd bacbaece IV
a bacbd cd ecdcbdeb III
ab acbdc d acbabece III
ab acbdc d ebedcbdc IV
ab acbdc d eacedadc IV
abac bdcd eaceadcd IV
abac bdcd ebdeabad IV
a bacb dcd cbebedcd I
a bacb dcd edbebada III
ab acbd cd cbdebecd III
ab acbd cd abebdead III
ab acbd cd adeacecd III
ab acbd cd abeceacb III
aba cbdc d adcecaed III
aba cbdc d abaececb I





















































(f) Picking a two vertex sys-
tem that resembles a type I









(g) we construct the decagon









(h) If we try to collapse the










(i) we get a type IV octagon
in this case.
Figure 31: Demonstrating through the fundamental group that the decagon can
generate a genus 2 surface.
centered on the vertex passes through the cycle {a−, b+, c−, d+, e−}. We show this
vertex in Figure 31b. This means that the ve unmarked corners in Figure 31a
form a second vertex, which we show in Figure 31c. We note that a fundamental
group must have a single vertex, so we combine the two vertices along side b in
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Figure 31d. We imagine either quotienting out side b or merely combining side b
with each of our other sides to form a fundamental group with four generator loops.
This fundamental group, whose pattern is shown in 31e, is a type II, which makes
sense because type II octagons have opposite sides identied, as did our decagon.
We note that the symmetry of this decagon means that it does not matter which
of the ve sides we quotient out, we will always get a type II fundamental group.
We want to sample this process in reverse. Figure 31f shows a type I funda-
mental group split in half with an extra edge between two vertices. We build the
decagon implied by this vertex structure and show it in Figure 31g. We know that
quotienting out side e will return a type I octagon, but this decagon is not sym-
metrical like Figure 31a. We randomly decide to choose side d (Figure 31h) and
get a type IV fundamental group, shown in Figure 31i. This is a dierent way




The exploration of the highly intuitive Euclidean plane gives us a good jump-
ing o point for exploring the richness of the hyperbolic plane. In our study of
the Euclidean plane we experimented with tessellations created with at tori. We
showed that every tiling can be generated with parallelograms. We derived that the
mapping class group of the torus is isomorphic to SL2(R) using vectors in Euclidean
space. We showed how cutting and gluing the tiles of our tessellation create new
tessellations and we showed that these new tiles are equivalent to Dehn twists of
the torus.
We then moved on to the hyperbolic plane. We showed that there are ex-
actly four dierent combinatorial decorations of an octagon that can fold up into a
dieomorphic genus 2 surface and named them types I-IV. Each of these types of
octagons generates a dierent presentation of their fundamental group, which shows
that there is no way to move homeomorphically between two dierent combinatorial
types. We systematically explored all of the possible surgeries on a type I octagon
and found that of the 40 possible surgeries, 16 of them returned a type I octagon.
We divided these into eight elements and their inverses and then showed that we
could use four of those elements to generate a subgroup of the mapping class group
(which has ve generators for the genus 2 surface).
While an understanding of the mapping class group exists through algebraic
machinery, that was beyond the scope of this paper. We know that the mapping
class can be generated by Dehn twists.11 What we have done is construct visual
examples of the mapping classes generated by simple surgeries and show how they
are equivalent to Dehn twists.
Lastly, we played with morphing between a decagon and an octagon in order to
see another way of thinking about transformations between the dierent types of
11. Massuyeau, A Short Introduction to Mapping Class Groups.
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decorations on octagons. This area is worth further exploration.
Other further work that needs to be done includes nishing classifying the type
IV surgeries, verifying that type II-II, type III-III, and type IV-IV surgeries also
correspond to elements in their respective mapping class groups, then track what
happens when sequential surgeries move an octagon from type a to type b and back
to type a to see if we can nd the fth generator of the mapping class group.
The grand project would be to classify how many types of dodecagons fold up
into a genus 3 surface and then try to generalize to 4n-gons and genus n surfaces.
Figure 32: A {4, 5}-tessellation of the hyperbolic plane.
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